Their Service to HUMANITY

Through the courage of the American soldier the evil of tyranny is being driven from the earth. Liberated countries are again able to enjoy the privileges of free people.

And we feel proud in the knowledge that men of our community are having a part in releasing enslaved nations throughout the world. May their gallant efforts never be forgotten.

UNITED GAS CORPORATION

TABASCO

MORNING:
With your breakfast eggs—a few drops of TABASCO makes a good egg better.

NOON:
Try TABASCO on your mashed potatoes—you'll be surprised at the new, appetizing flavor.

NIGHT:
To stimulate a lagging appetite, a drop or two of TABASCO on battered crackers or thin toast squares is more zestful than a cocktail.

McILHENNY COMPANY
AVERY ISLAND, LA.

Each Nation - Doing It's Share for Victory

Nations bound together to make way for a greater civilization—one of freedom and tolerance for all. Each is making its contribution—let us not forget the great work they are doing.

And let us not forget the great work being done by our men and women from Jeanerette and the vicinity who are serving in all corners of the globe. To each of them we render a salute. May their return be a speedy, victorious one!

J. & J. WORMSER
JEANERETTE, LOUISIANA